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Abstract. In this paper we extend the construction of complementary
series representations to convex-cocompact isometry groups of CAT(-1)
spaces with conditionally negative metrics. Our approach is purely dy-
namical and generalizes the constructions known for negatively curved
algebraic groups as SOpn, 1q, SUpn, 1q or SL2pQpq and their lattices [25]
to new examples as non-linear groups coming from lattices of certain
hyperbolic buildings [6] [20].
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1. Introduction
Concerning the representation theory and the harmonic analysis over dis-
crete groups arising in a geometric context it is appropriate, at least at one
stage, to try to see the problems in a general setting.
Let us therefore begin by recalling the general questions which have guided
the development in the past and will certainly continue to serve in this role
in the future:
(1) Given the natural geometric action of G, is there a procedure that
induces irreducible representations over G?
(2) Is these representations are enough to obtain a type of Plancherel
formula for G?
(3) What those representations reveal about the harmonic analysis over
G?
In the case of free groups those questions were investigated for the natural
actions over trees by Fig-Talamanca and Piccardelo [18]. Later Bader Much-
nik [3] pushed the investigation over the broader class of CAT(-1) groups and
consider Koopman representations associated to natural dynamical systems
over geometric boundaries at infinity called boundary representations. This
new perspectives have motivated many works [19] [5] [9] [2].
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Considering CAT(-1) groups as generalized rank 1 lattices such represen-
tations correspond to parabolic inductions from trivial characters. In this
paper we pursue these investigations and straighten this analogy by estab-
lishing the existence of complementary series.
Given a group G, a family of unitary G-representations ppisqs continuously
parametrized by the interval r0, 1s, with respect to the Fell topology on the
unitary dual of G, such that pi˚s “ pi1´s for s P r0, 1s, pi 1
2
is a boundary repre-
sentation and pi1 “ 1G is the trivial representation is called complementary
series if it satisfies the extra conditions:
(1) For all s P r0, 1s, pis is irreducible;
(2) for all t, s P r0, 1s, pis is unitarily equivalent to pit if and only if s “ t
or s “ 1´ t;
(3) if λ stands for the regular representation of G, pis is weakly contained
in λ if and only if s “ 1
2
.
In the context of rank 1 Lie groups these representations appear as par-
abolic induction from non-unitary characters over a Cartan subgroup. As
exposed in Section 3 our approach follows an geometric analogue of this idea.
It leads to a natural family of Banach representations called (s)-homogeneous
representations, pFsqs, over the skew-product associated to the boundary ac-
tion (cf. Section 3) that are unitarizable under certain assumptions on the
geometry of pX, dq and the parameter s.
Many negatively curved groups have the Kazhdan property (T) and there-
fore have their trivial representation isolated [4]. In particular the existence
of complementary series over the all interval r0, 1s rules out those groups
although it is conjectured that an uniformly bounded analogue of those com-
plementary series exists on any negatively curved group.
To formulate our results we now set up some notations.
Let pX, dq be a proper CAT(-1) space and G a non-elementary discrete group
of isometries acting properly that is convex-compact.
A continuous kernel k over X is called conditionally negative [4] if for any
finite set F Ă X and any family of real numbers pcxqxPF with
ř
F cx “ 0 one
has: ÿ
x,yPF
cxcykpx, yq ď 0
Examples of such kernels are given by combinatorial distances over the 1-
skeleton of CAT(0) cube complexes, hyperbolic distances over real or com-
plex hyperbolic spaces or more generally pseudo-distances associated to mea-
sured wall structures [12]. Let us also mention the even Bourdon hyperbolic
building I4p1,q with p
1 ě 2 and q ě 3 [6] [20].
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Theorem 1. Assume the distance d over X is conditionally negative, then
the family of homogeneous Banach representations pFsq are unitarizable over
the all interval r0, 1s.
If Hs stands for the unitarization of Fs one has in addition H
˚
s “ H1´s for
s P r0, 1s, H 1
2
is a boundary representation and H1 is the trivial representa-
tion.
Let µo be the Patterson-Sullivan measure at a basepoint o P X over the
boundary BX of X . The proof of theorem 1 relies on the spectral positivity
of a kernel operator Is with
1
2
ă s ď 1 defined over L2pBX, µoq introduced
in Subsection 3.1.2 and inspired by [18]. More precisely the conditional neg-
ativity of the metric, d, over X implies the positivity of Is.
A remarkable fact is that the positivity of Is is the only obstruction for
Fs to form a complementary series over G:
Theorem 2. Assume the operators Is are positive over L
2pBX, µoq for all
s P r1
2
, 1s, then the unitary G-representations pHsqsPr0,1s form a complemen-
tary series.
Note that even if the positivity of the operator Is is only established for
conditionally negative distances we conjecture that it remain true whenever
the trivial representation of G is not isolated.
1.1. Outlines.
After introducing standard facts about hyperbolic geometry and the Patterson-
Sullivan theory in Section 2, we introduced the family of Banach represen-
tations Fs and the operator Is, discussed in the introduction, in Section
3. The Section 4 is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 5 we
analyze matrix coefficients of certain averages of operators related to those
representations. This is our principal tool to investigate the properties of
the representations pHsqsPr0,1s in Section 6 where we prove Theorem 2.
1.2. Notations and conventions.
In order to avoid the escalation of constants coming from estimates up to
controlled additive or multiplication error terms we will use the following
conventions. Given two real valued functions, a, b, over a set Z, we write
a ĺ b if there exists C ą 0 such that apzq ď Cbpzq for all z P Z and a — b
if a ĺ b and b ĺ a. Analogously we write a À b if there exists c such that
apzq ď bpzq ` c and a » b if a À b and b À a.
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Given a topological space Z, the space of continuous functions over Z is
endowed with topology of uniform convergence on compact sets if nothing
else is specified and is denoted CpZq. The space of Borel probability over Z
is considered with its ˚-weak topology. If Z has a metric structure, d, we
denote dimHpZq its Hausdorff dimension of pZ, dq.
The notations r and R stands for specific constants introduced in subsec-
tion 2.4 and o P X for a fixed basepoint.
2. preliminaries
In this section we introduce some material and facts needed throughout
this paper. The reader can refer to [14] [11] [7] for further details.
A proper geodesic space pX, dq is CAT(-1) if for any geodesic triangle ∆
its comparison ∆ in H2 satisfies:
dpx, yq ď dH2px, yq
for all x, y P ∆. This notion encapsulates a large family of spaces as Rie-
mannian manifolds with sectional curvature bounded above by ´1 as well as
hyperbolic buildings [6].
2.1. Hyperbolic spaces and compactifications.
Given a basepoint o P X , the Gromov product over X at o P X is defined
as:
xx, yyo “
1
2
pdpx, oq ` dpy, oq ´ dpx, yqq
for x, y P X . A space pZ, dq is called Gromov hyperbolic if one can find a
positive constant cX ě 0 such that:
xx, yyw ě mintxx, zyw, xy, zywu ´ cX
for all x, y, z, w P Z. Every proper geodesic CAT(-1) space satisfies this con-
dition [10].
Given a hyperbolic space pX, dq a boundary, BX , called Gromov boundary
is attached to it. Let us recall a construction of this object and its properties.
2.1.1. Hyperbolic boundaries regarded as equivalence classes of sequences.
A sequence of points pxnqn in X converges to infinity if limn,mxxn, xmyo Ñ
`8.
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Since pX, dq is hyperbolic the relation defined over the set of sequences which
converge to infinity, X8 Ă XN as:
panqRpbnq if and only if lim
n,m
xan, bmyo Ñ8
with panqn, pbnqn P X
8, is a equivalence relation independent of the basepoint
o. The boundary BX of X is defined as the set of equivalence classes for this
relation and the class of a sequence pxnqn P X
8 is denoted limn xn “ ξ.
The Gromov product extends to X “ X YBX and in the case of CAT(-1)
spaces this extension is continuous and given by the formula:
xx, yyo “ lim
n,m
xxn, ynyo P r0,`8s
where the sequences pxnqn and pymqm converge respectively to x and y in
X “ X Y BX .
This extended Gromov product satisfies [10]:
(1) xx, yyo “ 8 if and only if x, y P BX and x “ y;
(2) xx, yyo ě mintxx, zyo, xz, yyou ´ 2cX for all x, y, z P X .
Given x P X the kernel:
dx : pξ, ηq P BX ˆ BX ÞÑ
#
e´xξ,ηyx when ξ ‰ η
0 otherwise
defines a distance over BX called visual distance at x [6] that defines the
natural topology over BX independent of x P X .
The space X “ X Y BX admits a compact metrizable topology that is
compatible with the topology of X and BX such that a sequence pxnqn in
X converges to ξ P BX if and only if xxn, ξyo Ñ 8. In particular given a
function ϕ P CpXq its uniform continuity around points at infinity can be
expressed as:
|ϕpξq ´ ϕpxq| ă ωpxξ, xyoq
for all x P X and ξ P BX , where ω is a positive decreasing function with
ωptq
tÑ`8
ÝÝÝÝÑ 0.
A essential object in our framework is the Busemann function b. Given
ξ P BX , any geodesic pξtqt that converges to ξ and x, y P X , bξpx, yq is defined
as limt dpx, ξtq ´ dpy, ξtq. The map b‚p‚, ‚q : X ˆX ˆX Ñ R is continuous
and satisfies:
xx, yyo “
1
2
sup
z
rbxpo, zq ` bypo, zqs “
1
2
rbxpo, pq ` bypo, pqs P R`
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where p belongs to the geodesic between x, y P X. Moreover for any x P X
the map bx : X ˆX Ñ R is a additive cocycle over X . As a consequence the
family of visual distances tdxuxPX satisfies the conformal relation:
dxpξ, ηq “ e
1
2
rbξpx,x
1q`bηpx,x1qsdx1pξ, ηq
for any ξ, η P BX and x, x1 P X .
The group of isometries, IspXq, of pX, dq is endowed with the compact-
open topology that makes it locally compact and second countable. Under
these assumptions the action of IspXq on pX, dq is continuous, has closed
orbits and compact stabilizers. Its action extends continuously to X by
homeomorphisms and satisfies the invariance relations:
bg.xpg.y, g.zq “ bxpy, zq
and
dg.xpg.ξ, g.ηq “ dxpξ, ηq
for any g P IspXq, x P X , y, z P X and ξ, η P BX .
2.2. Boundary retractions.
The limit set of a discrete subgroupG Ă IspXq is defined as ΛpGq “ G.oXBX .
Given ΛpGq the geodesic hull QpΛpGqq Ă X is defined as the union of
geodesics with endpoints in ΛpGq. The group G is called convex-cocompact
if it acts cocompactly over QpΛpGqq or equivalently if there exists a uniform
constant RX,G such that any geodesic from o to ξ P ΛpGq stays within a
RX,G-neighborhood of G.o. In particular cocompact subgroups are convex-
cocompact [14] [27].
A measurable map f : QpΛpGqq Ñ ΛpGq is called boundary retraction if
one can find cX,f such that xfpxq, xyo ě dpo, xq ´ cX,f and f |ΛpGq “ IΛpGq. In
particular f is continuous at any point of ΛpGq.
The shadow at x P X of radius r from the basepoint o P X is defined as:
Oopx, ρq “ tξ P BX| xξ, xyo ě dpx, oq ´ ρu
There exists rX ą 0 large enough such that Oopx, rXq ‰ H for all x P X .
Using a compact fundamental domain for the action of G over QpΛpGqq one
can show that a boundary retraction exists (cf [5]).
For the rest of this paper a boundary retraction, f , is fixed. Given x P
QpΛpGqq and g P IsompX, dq we denote px “ fpxq P BX , pg “ fpg.oq P BX
and qg “ fpg´1.oq P BX .
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2.3. The Patterson-Sullivan theory.
Let G Ă IspXq be a discrete convex-cocompact subgroup of isometries of
pX, dq a proper CAT(-1) space that is non-elementary, i.e. G is not virtually
abelian.
Definition 2.1. The critical exponent of G denoted δ P r0,`8s, is defined
as the infimum over all s ě 0 such that the Poincar integral at s:ż
G
e´sdpg.o,oqdg
is finite.
It follows from [14] that G has finite critical exponent and is divergent,
i.e. its Poincar integral diverges at s “ δ.
Definition 2.2. A α-density, for some positive α, is a continuousG-equivariant
map:
µ‚ : X ÞÑ ProbpBXq; x ÞÑ µx
such that for all x, y P X , µx „ µy and
dµx
dµy
pξq “ e´αbξpx,yq
for rµs-almost every ξ P BX .
Let us denote m the push-forward of the Haar measure of G over the orbit
G.o. A δ-density over BX can be constructed from m as follows.
Let
µ‚,t : X Ñ ProbpXq; x ÞÑ µx,t
be the map defined as:
dµx,tpyq “
1
Wptq
e´tdpx,yqdmpyq
where
Wptq “
ż
X
e´tdpx,yqdmpyq
and t ą δ.
The family pµ‚,tqtąδ is G-equivariant, equicontinuous and bounded on com-
pact sets for any t P pδ, δ ` 1s [11]. It is therefore pre-compact as elements
of CGpX,ProbpXqq and any of its accumulation point defines a δ-density
supported on the limit set of G, G.o X BX “ ΛpGq.
Under the assumptions over G µ‚ is unique, non-atomic and ergodic [14].
We prove a alternative form of the Shadow lemma for the family pµ‚,tqtąδ.
We shall need the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.3. Given 0 ă ε ď 1, there exist δ ă T and r1 such that:
µo,tpCpo, x, ρqq ď ε
where
Cpo, x, ρq “ tz P X | xy, xyo ě ρu Ă X
for all δ ă t ď T , x P X and ρ ě r1.
Proof. Assume there exist 0 ă ε0 ď 1, pCn “ Cpo, xn, ρnqqn with ρn Ñ `8
and ptnqn such that tn ą δ with tn Ñ δ and
µo,tnpCpo, xn, ρnqq ě ε0.
Then up to a subsequence we can assume that the sequence of closed sets,
pCnqn, inside of the metrizable compact space X converges for the Gromov-
Hausdorff topology to C8. Since ρn ď xz, xnyo ď dpo, zq for all z P Cn one
has C8 Ă BX . Moreover for all ξ, η P C8 one can find zn P Cn Ñ ξ and
z1n P Cn Ñ η it follows:
xξ, ηyx “ lim
n
xzn, z
1
nyx Á lim
n
mintxzn, xnyo, xxn, z
1
nyou ě lim
n
ρn “ `8
in other words C8 is reduced to a single point. Using the fact that Cn is
Cauchy for the Gromov-Hausdorff distance for any i one can find Npiq such
that:
Cn`k Ă VpCn, 2
´iq
for all n ě Npiq which implies for any k ě 0:
µo,tNpiq`kpVpCNpiq, 2
´iqq ě µo,tNpiq`kpCNpiq`kq ě ε0
At the limit over k it follows:
µopVpCNpiq, 2
´iqq ě ε0
for all i ě 0 and therefore limi µopVpCNpiq, 2
´iqq “ µopC8q ě ε0 which con-
tradict the fact that µo is atom free. 
Lemma 2.4 (Shadow lemma).
There exist T ą δ and r0 such that:
µo,tpUpo, x, ρqq — e
δρe´δdpo,xq
where
Upo, x, ρq “ tz P X | xz, xyo ě dpo, xq ´ ρu Ă X
o P X, x P QpΛpGqq, ρ ě r0 and δ ă t ď T .
In particular:
µo,tpCpo, ξ, ρqq — e
´δρ
for all ξ P ΛpGq, ρ ě r0 and δ ă t ď T .
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Proof. It is enough to prove:
1
2
e´δdpg.o,oq ď µo,tpUpo, g.o, ρqq ď e
2δρe´δdpg.o,oq
for any g P G and ρ ě r0 and δ ă t ď T . Indeed using a tree approximation
argument (cf. [14] Proposition 7.4 proof) one can find universal constants c1
and c2 such that for any x P X and ρ ě r0:
Upo, gpxq.o, c1q Ă Upo, x, ρq Ă Upo, gpxq.o, c2q
where gpxq P G with dpo, gpxq.oq » dpo, xq ´ ρ if x P X and dpo, gpxq.oq » ρ
otherwise.
Given g P G one has:
µo,tpUopo, g.o, ρqq “ µo,tpg.Upg
´1.o, o, ρqq
“ µg´1.o,tpUpg
´1o, o, ρqq “
ż
Upg´1o,o,ρq
e´δbzpg
´1.o,oqdµo,tpzq
Since bzpg
´1.o, oq “ 2xz, oyg´1o´ dpo, g
´1.oq for all g P G, o P X and z P X it
follows:
dpo, g.oq ´ 2ρ ď bzpg
´1.o, oq ď dpo, g.oq
for all z P Upo, g.o, ρq. Therefore:
e´δdpg.o,oqµo,tpUpg
´1o, o, ρqq ď µo,tpUopo, g.o, ρqq ď e
2δρe´δdpg.o,oq
On the other hand for any y, z P Upg´1o, o, ρqc Ă X one has:
xy, oyg´1.o “ dpg.o, oq ´ xy, g
´1.oyo
and similarly for z. It follows:
xy, g´1oyo, xz, g
´1oyo ě ρ.
Using the hyperbolic inequality one obtain:
xy, zyo ě mintxg
´1.o, zyo, xg
´1.o, yyou ´ cX ě ρ´ cX
for some universal constant cX ě 0. In other words XzUpg
´1o, o, ρq Ă
Cpo, y, ρ ´ cXq for any y P Upg
´1o, o, ρqc. Lemma 2.3 implies that one can
find r1 such that:
µo,tpXzUpg
´1o, o, ρqq ď
1
2
for all ρ ě r1 and thus:
1
2
e´δdpg.o,oq ď µo,tpUopo, g.o, ρqq ď e
2δρe´δdpg.o,oq

As a consequence of Lemma 2.4 one has µopOopx, ρqq ‰ 0 for all x P
QpΛpGqq and ρ ą r0.
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2.4. Covering and equidistribution.
The visual ball centered at ξ P BX of radius e´ρ is defined as:
Bopξ, e
´ρq “ tη P BX | xξ, ηyo ě ρu “ tη P BX | dopξ, ηq ď e
´ρu
We introduce the straight and inverted cones from o P X to ξ P BX of
radius ρ respectively as:
C`o pξ; ρ, ςq “ tg P G |Oopg.o, ςq XBopξ, ρq ‰ Hu
C´o pξ; ρ, ςq “ tg P G |Oopg
´1.o, ςq XBopξ, ρq ‰ Hu
The two sided cone from o P X at pξ, ηq P BX ˆ BX is defined as:
Cp2qo pξ, η; ρ, ςq “ C
`
o pξ; ρ, ςq XC
´
o pη; ρ, ςq
Since G is convex-cocompact there exists RX,G ą 0 such that every ge-
odesic from a basepoint o P X to ξ P ΛpGq is at distance at most RX,G
from G.o. Let us fix once for all a universal constant R ě RX,G such that
for all g, h P G, there exists g1 P G with dpg.o, g1.oq ď R and dpgh.o, oq ě
dpg.o, oq ` dph.o, oq ´ 2R. The existence of such a constant follow from Mil-
nor lemma together with [19] Lemma 4.4. In the rest R will refer to this
particular constant and we define:
So,Gptq “ tg P G | tR ď dpg.o, oq ă pt` 1qRu Ă G.
The following counting lemma corresponds to Lemma 4.3 of [19]:
Lemma 2.5. Let r0 be as in Lemma 2.4. There exists r ě r0 such that for
all ξ P ΛpGq and t ě ρ
R
:
|C`o pξ; ρ, rq X So,Gptq| —o,r e
δtRe´δρ
In the rest r will refer to this particular constant.
The following covering and equidistribution results are slight improve-
ments of results already present in [3].
Lemma 2.6 (Vitali cover lemma). There exists r1 ą r such that for all
t ą 0 there exist S˚o,Gptq Ă So,Gptq and a family of measurable subsets
pO
p2q
o pgqqgPS˚
o,G
ptq of BX ˆ BX such that:
(1) |S˚o,Gptq| — e
δtR;
(2)
Ť
gPS˚
o,G
ptqO
p2q
o pgq Ě ΛpGq ˆ ΛpGq;
(3) O
p2q
o pgq XO
p2q
o phq “ H for all g ‰ h in S˚o,Gptq;
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(4)
Oopg.o, Rptqq ˆOopg
´1.o, Rptqq Ă Op2qo pgq
and
Op2qo pgq Ă Oopg.o, R
1ptqq ˆOopg
´1.o, Rptq1q
where Rptq “ 1
2
tR ` r and R1ptq “ 1
2
tR ` r1.
Proof. Using Lemma 4.2 [19] one has:
ΛpGq ˆ ΛpGq Ă
ď
gPSo,Gptq
Oopg.o, Rptqq ˆOopg
´1.o, Rptqq
Since Oopg.o, rq Ă Boppg, e´δpRptq´Cqq for some C ě 0 and g P So,Gptq one has:
ΛpGq ˆ ΛpGq Ă
ď
gPSo,Gptq
Boppg, e´δpRptq´Cqq ˆBopqg, e´δpRptq´Cqq
Using Vitali Lemma [26] one can find S˚o,Gptq Ă So,Gptq such that:
ΛpGq ˆ ΛpGq Ă
ď
gPS˚
o,G
ptq
Boppg, 5e´δpRptq´Cqq ˆBopqg, 5e´δpRptq´Cqq
and
Boppg, e´δpRptq´CqqˆBopqg, e´δpRptq´CqqčBopph, e´δpRptq´CqqˆBopqh, e´δpRptq´Cqq “ H
for all g ‰ h in S˚o,Gptq. Following [26] Lemma 2 p.15 we define O
p2q
o pgq that
satisfies p2q, p3q and p4q with g P S˚o,Gptq by induction as:
Op2qo pgkq “ B
p2q
o pg, 5e
´δpRptq´Cqq
č
r
ď
jăk
Op2qo pgjqs
c
č
r
ď
kăj
Bp2qo pgj, e
´δpRptq´Cqqsc
where we enumerate S˚o,Gptq “ tg1, . . . g|S˚o,Gptq|u andB
p2q
o pg, 5e´δpRptq´Cqq stands
for Boppg, e´δpRptq´Cqq ˆBopqg, e´δpRptq´Cqq. It follows from p4q that
1 “ µo b µopΛpGq ˆ ΛpGqq “
ÿ
gPS˚
o,G
ptq
µo b µopO
p2q
o pgqq — |S
˚
o,Gptq|e
´δtR
and thus
|S˚o,Gptq| — e
δtR

As a consequence of the Lebesgue differentiation theorem for Ahlfors reg-
ular measures:
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Corollary 2.7. The sequence of probabilities pνo,tqtą0 over G defined as:
νo,t “
ż
S˚
o,G
ptq
µopO
p2q
o pgqq.Dgdg
,where Dg stands for the Dirac mass at g P G, are supported over S
˚
o,Gptq for
any t ą 0 and satisfies:ż
G
Ψpg.o, g´1.oqdνo,tpgq Ñ
ż
BXˆBX
Ψpξ, ηqdµopξqdµopηq
for any Φ P CpBX ˆ BXq.
The proof follows the arguments of Theorem 3.2 of [8].
3. Parabolic induction from a geometric perspective
As above pX, dq stands for a proper CAT(-1) space, G a discrete non-
elementary convex-cocompact subgroup of isometries and µ‚ its δ-conformal
density over BX .
Under our assumptions the probability µo over BX has Hausdorff dimen-
sion δ which means that:
sup
ξ
ż
BX
1
dαo pξ, ηq
dµopηq ă `8
for all 0 ď α ă δ [15] [27].
3.1. Skew product and Homogeneous functions.
The skew-product HpXq “ BX ˆ R˚` is the G-dynamical system defined as
g.pξ, tq “ pg.ξ, dg
´1µo
dµo
pξqtq with g P G and pξ, tq P HpXq together with the
infinite G-invariant measure dpµpξ, tq “ dµopξqdtt2 .
The guideline of our approach is the parabolic induction:
As an example let G “ SOpn, 1q, n ě 1, be the isometry group of the sym-
metric space X “ Hn “ G{K where K » SOpnq is a maximal compact
subgroup of G and BX » G{P the Furstenberg boundary of Hn with P a
minimal parabolic subgroup.
Denote A » pR˚`,ˆq a Cartan subgroup of G, N a maximal unipotent sub-
group and M “ K X P . A unitary character, χ, over A and a irreducible
representation, piM , of M naturally produce a representation of the Levy
group AM » A ˆM which extends to P “ MAN . Note that N is normal
inside of P and χˆ piM is taken to be trivial over N .
The parabolic induction with parameter pχ, piM q is therefore obtained as a
Hilbert completion of the space of sections:
Fpχ,piM q “ tf P CpG;HχˆpiM q | fppgq “ χˆ piM ppqfpgq and supppfqP Ă G{P compactu
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where HχˆpiM stands for the representation of P . It is known that in the
spherical case, i.e. when piM “ 1, the space of sections Fχ associated to
certain non unitary characters of A admits a G-unitary structure. These
representations called unitary spherical complementary series are our objects
of investigation.
In the spherical case the space of sections identifies with functions, f ,
over MNzG that satisfy fpaMNgq “ χpaqfpMNgq for all g P G and a P A.
From a geometric stand point where X “ Hn is regarded as a CAT(-1) space
and BX » Sn´1 as its geometric boundary, the subgroup P is identified with
the stabilizer of a point ξ P Sn´1 at infinity, MN Ă P as the stabilizer of
the horospheres centered around this point and where A Ă P acts by homo-
geneous dilations on these horospheres.
Our approach consists to identify pMNzG, dgq with the skew product pHpXq, pµq
which corresponds in the geometric setting to the horospherical foliation over
the space X [24].
A continuous function f on HpXq is called s-homogeneous for a complex
parameter s P C if
fpξ, tt1q “ tsfpξ, t1q
for pµ-almost every pξ, t1q, pξ, tt1q P HpXq.
The space of s-homogeneous functions, denoted Fs, is an analogy with the
space of A-equivariant sections over MNzG for the character χpaq “ as.
These spaces are G-invariant and together with the norm:
}f}8,s “ ess suppξ,tq|t
´sfpξ, tq|
for f P Fs they define a family of Banach G-representations.
Given the character χs : t ÞÑ t
s over pR˚`,ˆq, the operator:
es : CpBXq Ñ pCpHpXqq, } . }8,sq; ϕ ÞÑ χs ˆ ϕ
induces an isometry between CpBXq and the space of s-homogeneous func-
tions with inverse:
p : CpHpXqq Ñ CpBXq; f ÞÑ rξ ÞÑ
1
2pi
ż
R˚`
t´sfpξ, tq
dt
1` t2
s
Observe that:
g.fpξ, tq “ fpg´1.ξ,
dgµo
dµo
pξqtq “ r
dgµo
dµo
pξqssfpg´1.ξ, tq
for all f P Fs, g P G and pµ-almost every pξ, tq P HpXq.
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If pis : G ˆ CpBXq Ñ CpBXq denote the Banach G-representation defined
as:
pispgqpϕqpξq “ r
dgµo
dµo
pξqssϕpg´1.ξq
for g P G, ϕ P CpBXq and ξ P BX . The operator es defines an isomorphism
between the Banach representations Fs and pCpBXq, pisq that can be seen as
a compact realization of the representations Fs for s P C.
A natural coupling between Fs and F1´s exists :
Lemma 3.1. The bilinear map:
Q : Fs ˆ F1´s Ñ C; pf1, f2q ÞÑ
ż
BX
f1pξqf2pξqdµopξq
is continuous and G-invariant. Moreover the operator Q : Fs Ñ F
˚
1´s defines
an G-intertwiner with
KerrQs “ tf P Fs | f |ΛpGq “ 0u.
Proof. Since µo is a probability the continuity of the bilinear map Q is trivial.
For all s P C, ϕ P Fs, φ P F1´s and g P G one has:
Qpg.ϕ, φq “
ż
BX
r
dgµo
dµo
pξqssϕpg´1ξqφpξqdµopξq
“
ż
BX
r
dgµo
dµo
pg.ξqssϕpξqφpg.ξqdg´1˚ µopξq
“
ż
BX
ϕpξqr
dg´1µo
dµo
pξqs1´sφpg.ξqdµopξq
“ Qpϕ, g´1φq
which proves the G-invariance.
Eventually if f P KerrQs then necessarily f “ 0 µo-almost everywhere and
since rµos is supported on the limit set of G, ΛpGq, it follows that f “ 0 on
ΛpGq. 
As a consequence the operator:
T P EndGpFs,F1´sq ÞÑ QpT r‚s, ‚q P BilGpFsq
that maps intertwiner between Fs and F1´s to G-invariant bilinear forms
over Fs is well defined.
Example 3.2. For s “ 1
2
` iα with α P R, IF 1
2
`iα
P EndGpF 1
2
`iα,F 1
2
`iαq and
Q itself induces a unitary structure on F 1
2
`iα that corresponds to the usual
spherical parabolic induction by a unitary character over A. We call such
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type of representations (generalized) principal series.
For s “ 1 the projector:
T : F1 Ñ F0; ϕ ÞÑ r
ż
BX
ϕpξqdµopξqs1p‚q
is an element of EndGpF1,F0q and
QpT rϕs, ψq “
ż
BX
ϕpξqdµopξq
ż
BX
ψpξqdµopξq
induces the trivial representation of G.
3.1.1. The s-Poisson transform.
Analogously to the Poisson transform associated to continuous functions
over BX :
x P X ÞÑ
ż
BX
ϕpξqdµxpξq “
ż
BX
ϕpξqr
dµx
dµo
spξqdµopξq
for ϕ P CpBXq, it is natural to define the s-Poisson transform for 0 ď s ď 1
as:
Θsrϕspxq “
ż
BX
ϕpξqr
dµx
dµo
s1´spξqdµopξq
for ϕ P Fs » CpBXq and x P X . From this point of view the standard
transform corresponds to the parameter s “ 0.
The Martin-Poisson correspondence states that the map Θ0 : CpBXq Ñ
L8pXq is injective and given any continuous function ϕ P CpBXq and geodesic
c in pX, dq with cp0q “ o and cp8q “ ξ P ΛpGq Ă BX :
Θ0rϕspcptqq „ ϕpξq “ ϕpξqΘ0r1spcptqq
when t goes to infinity [13].
In our investigation on complementary series we shall prove an extension of
this correspondence to general s-Poisson transforms with s ‰ 1
2
, namely:
Θsrϕspcptqq „ TsrϕspξqΘsr1spcptqq
for large t and any ϕ P Fs, where Ts stands for an operator over CpBXq.
3.1.2. Intertwiners and asymptotics of s-Martin-Poisson transforms with pa-
rameters 1
2
ă s ď 1 .
In this subsection we introduce the intertwiner Is,
1
2
ă s ď 1, between Fs
and F1´s which plays a central role in the unitarization of those representa-
tions and discuss its relation with the s-Martin-Poisson transform.
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Lemma 3.3. For any 1
2
ă s ď 1 and ε ą 0 one can find τ “ τpε, sq ą 0
such that: ż
tτďxx,‚you
1
d
2p1´sqδ
o px, yq
dµo,tpyq ď ε
for all x P X and δ ă t ď T as Lemma 2.4.
Proof. Let r0 and T as in Lemma 2.4. Using the layer cake representation:ż
τďxx,‚yo
e2p1´sqδxx,yyodµo,tpyq
“
ż
X
e2p1´sqδxx,yyodµo,tpyq ´
ż
txx,‚yoăτu
e2p1´sqδxx,yyodµo,tpyq
“ 2p1´ sqδ
ż `8
τ
e2p1´sqδuµo,tptxx, ‚yo ą uuqdu
ĺ 2p1´ sqδ
ż `8
τ
e2p1´sqδue´δudu
“ 2p1´ sqδ
ż `8
τ
ep1´2sqδudu “ r
1
p2s´ 1q
´ 1sep1´2sqδτ
for all x P X , τ ě r0 and δ ă t ď T which concludes the proof. 
As a consequence the operator:
Is : CpBXq Ñ CpXq; ϕ ÞÑ Isrϕspxq “
ż
BX
ϕpηq
d
2p1´sqδ
o px, ηq
dµopηq
is well defined for any s P R with s ą 1
2
.
Proposition 3.4. The operator Is is bounded for the uniform norm over
CpBXq and induces an intertwiner between Fs and F1´s. In particular the
bilinear form over Fs:
Qspϕ, ψq “ QpIsrϕs, ψq “
ż
BXˆBX
ϕpξqφpηq
d
2p1´sqδ
o pξ, ηq
dµo b µopξ, ηq
is G-invariant.
Proof. Let kτ P CpR`q, with τ ě 0, be a positive function such that kτ |r0,τ s “
1 and kτ |rτ`1,`8q “ 0. Then the kernel , Kτ , on X ˆ BX defined as px, ηq ÞÑ
kτ pe
2p1´sqδxx,ηyo qe2p1´sqδxx,ηyo is continuous and bounded. In particular the
function:
X Ñ C; x ÞÑ Is,τ rϕspxq “
ż
BX
ϕpηqKτpx, ηqdµopηq
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is continuous for any τ ě 0 .
On the other hand using Lemma 3.3 one has:
|Is,τ pϕqpxq ´ Is,τ 1pϕqpxq| ď }ϕ}8
ż
mintτ,τ 1uďxx,‚yo
e2p1´sqδxx,ηyodµopηq
which goes to zero when τ and τ 1 go to infinity. In other words pIs,τ pϕqqτ
is Cauchy for the uniform norm over X and its limit, Jsrϕs, is therefore
continuous.
Since Kτ px, ‚q is dominated by the integrable function η ÞÑ e
2p1´sqδxx,ηyo
for any fixed x P X the dominated convergence theorem implies that:
Jsrϕspxq “ Isrϕspxq
for all x P X and thus Is is well defined and bounded.
Eventually for any f P Fs, g P G one has:
Isrpispgqϕspηq “
ż
BX
r
dgµo
dµo
pξqss
ϕpg´1ξq
d
2p1´sqδ
o pξ, ηq
dµopξq
“
ż
BX
e´sδbξpg.o,oq
ϕpg´1ξq
d
2p1´sqδ
o pη, ξq
dµopξq
“
ż
BX
e´sδbg.ξpg.o,oq
ϕpξq
d
2p1´sqδ
o pη, g.ξq
dg´1˚ µopξq
“
ż
BX
e´sδbξpo,g
´1.oq ϕpξq
d
2p1´sqδ
o pg´1.η, ξq
ep1´sqδrbξpg
´1.o,oq`bηpo,g.oqse´δbξpg
´1.o,oqdµopξq
“ ep1´sqδbηpo,g.oq
ż
BX
ϕpξq
d
2p1´sqδ
o pg´1η, ξq
dµopξq “ pi1´spgqIsrϕspηq
for rµos-almost every η. 
Lemma 3.5. The operator Is extends to L
2pBX, µoq as a bounded self-adjoint
operator.
Proof. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies:
|Ispϕq|
2pxq “ |
ż
BX
ϕpξqe2p1´sqδxξ,xyodµopξq|
2
ď
ż
BX
|ϕ|2pξqe2p1´sqδxξ,xyodξ.
ż
e2p1´sqδxξ,xyodµopξq
ăs
ż
BX
|ϕ|2pξqe2p1´sqδxξ,xyodµopξq “ Isp|ϕ|
2qpxq
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for all ϕ P L2pBX, µoq and x P X . It follows that:
}Ispϕq}
2
ăs }Isp|ϕ|
2q}2 “
ż
BX
|ϕ|2pξqr
ż
BX
e2p1´sqδxξ,ηyodµopηqsdµopξq
ăs }ϕ}
2
2
for all ϕ P L2pBX, µoq. The fact that Is is self-adjoint follows from its
definition. 
Observe that the quadratic form Qs associated to Is is positive if and
only if Is as a L
2-operator is positive. Moreover the Banach representa-
tions ppisq0ďsď1 over CpBXq extend over L
2pBX, µoq as bounded operators
and Lemma 3.1 3.5 with Proposition 3.4 imply pispgq
˚ “ pi1´spg
´1q and
pi1´spgqIs “ Ispispgq for all g P G.
We conclude this subsection with the following observations:
Lemma 3.6. For any 0 ă s ă 1 with s ‰ 1
2
:
Θsr1spxq — e
´p 1
2
`|s´ 1
2
|qδdpx,oq `
2p1
2
` |s ´ 1
2
|q.e´
1
2
δdpx,oq
ps´ 1
2
q
sinhrps´
1
2
qδdpx, oqs
for m-almost every x P X. In particular:
Θsr1spxq „ e
´p 1
2
´|s´ 1
2
|qδdpx,oq.
when dpx, oq goes to infinity.
Proof. Sincem is supported on the orbitG.o and Θsr1spg.oq “ Θ1´sr1spg
´1.oq
for all s P R and g P G. It is therefore enough to estimate Θ1´sr1s for
1
2
ă s ă 1:
Θ1´sr1spxq “
ż
BX
e´sδbξpx,oqdµopξq
“
ż
BX
e´sδrdpx,oq´2xξ,xyosdµopξq
“ e´sδdpx,oq
ż
BX
e2sδxξ,xyodµopξq
“ e´sδdpx,oqr1` 2sδ
ż dpx,oq
0
e2sδtµoptxx, ‚yo ě tuqdts
— e´sδdpx,oqr1` 2sδ
ż dpx,oq
0
ep2s´1qδtdts
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for m-almost every x P X . It follows:
Θ1´sr1spxq “ e
´sδdpx,oq ` e´sδdpx,oq2sδ
ż dpx,oq
0
ep2s´1qδtdt
“ e´p
1
2
`|s´ 1
2
|qδdpx,oq `
2p1
2
` |s´ 1
2
|q.e´
1
2
δdpx,oq
ps´ 1
2
q
sinhrps´
1
2
qδdpx, oqs

Remark 3.7. Using an similar approach one can prove that for 0 ď s ď 1
with s ‰ 1
2
, the operator Θs takes values in L
ppX,mq if and only if 1
2
ă s ď 1
and s ă 1´ 1
p
or 0 ď s ă 1
2
and 1
p
ă s. In such cases Θs defines an intertwiner
between the representation Fs and Koopman representation on L
ppX,mq.
It follows from Lemma 3.6:
Θsrϕspxq “
ż
BX
ϕpξqep1´sqδbξpx,oqdµopξq
“ e´p1´sqδdpx,oq
ż
BX
ϕpξqe2p1´sqδxξ,xyodµopξq
“ e´p1´sqδdpx,oqIsrϕspxq — IsrϕsΘsp1q
for any 1
2
ă s ď 1, ϕ P CpBXq » Fs and x P X . In other words Isrϕs extends
the asymptotic part of the Martin-Poisson correspondence for 1
2
ă s ď 1.
The injectivity of Θs is discussed in Section 6.
4. The unitary structures over the spaces of homogeneous
functions
This section is concerned with the positivity of the G-invariant quadratic
forms Qs over Fs associated to the operator Is introduced in subsection
3.1.2 for 1
2
ă s ď 1 assuming the distance over X is conditionally negative.
In a second time we use the duality between Fs and F1´s for
1
2
ă s ď 1 to
deduce a unitary structure over F1´s whenever Fs is unitarizable. Together
with Example 3.2 this will prove Theorem 1.
Let 1
2
ă s ď 1 and consider the measures pmo,s,tqtąδ defined as:
dmo,s,tpx, yq “
1
d
2p1´sqδ
o px, yq
dµo,tpxqdµo,tpyq
on X ˆX .
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Corollary 4.1. Up to a subsequence the finite measures pmo,s,tqtąδ converges
weakly to
dmo,spξ, ηq “ e
2p1´sqδxξ,ηyodµopξqdµopηq
over BX ˆ BX when t goes to δ.
Proof. Assume pµo,tqt converges weakly to µo over BX .
Let kτ P CpR`q, with τ ě 0, be a positive function such that kτ |r0,τ s “ 1
and kτ |rτ`1,`8q “ 0 and
Kτ : X ˆX Ñ R`; px, yq ÞÑ kτ pe
2p1´sqδxx,yyoqe2p1´sqδxx,yyo
as in Proposition 3.4 proof. Since the kernel Kτ is continuous on X ˆ X
and pµo,tqt converges weakly to µo, for any fixed τ ą 0 and any continuous
function Φ over X ˆX :
|
ż
XˆX
Φpx, yqKτ px, yqdµo,tbµo,tpx, yq´
ż
BXˆBX
Φpξ, ηqKτpξ, ηqdµobµopξ, ηq|
converges to 0 when t goes to δ.
On the other hand Lemma 3.3 implies that for any ε ą 0 one can find
τε ą 0 and δ ă T such that mo,s,tptx‚, ‚yo ě τεuq, mo,sptx‚, ‚yo ě τεuq ď ε for
any δ ă t ď T . It follows:
|
ż
XˆX
Φpx, yqre2p1´sqδxx,yyo ´Kτεpx, yqsdµo,tpxqdµo,tpyq
´
ż
BXˆBX
Φpξ, ηqre2p1´sqδxξ,ηyo ´Kτεpξ, ηqsdµopξqdµopηq|
ď |
ż
tx‚,‚yoěτεuXXˆX
Φpx, yqe2p1´sqδxx,yyodµo,tpxqdµo,tpyq
´
ż
tx‚,‚yoěτεuXBXˆBX
Φpξ, ηqe2p1´sqδxξ,ηyodµopξqdµopηq|
ď 2}Φ}8ε
which concludes the proof 
Let us recall some material concerning kernels over topological spaces:
Definition 4.2. A continuous kernel q over X is called positive definite if
there exist a Hilbert space H and a continuous map r : X Ñ H such that:
qpx, yq “ prpxq, rpyqqH
for all x, y P X .
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Equivalently a continuous kernel q over X is positive definite if for all finite
set F Ă X and any family of complex numbers pcxqxPF , the quantity:ÿ
x,yPF
cxcyqpx, yq
is positive [4].
Theorem (Schoenberg’s). Let k be a conditionally negative kernel over X.
Then for any t ě 0, the kernel qt “ e
´tk is positive definite over X.
Proposition 4.3. If the distance d over X is conditionally negative.
Then for any 1
2
ă s ď 1 the quadratic form Qs over Fs constructed from the
intertwiner Is is positive or equivalently Is as an operator over L
2pBX, µoq
is positive.
Proof. According to Corollary 4.1 one can assume that pmo,s,tqt converges
weakly to mo,s.
Since d is conditionally negative the Schoenberg theorem implies that for
all 0 ď s ď 1 one can find a Hilbert space, H1´s, and a continuous map
r1´s : X Ñ H1´s such that:
e´p1´sqδdpx,yq “ pr1´spxq, r1´spyqq1´s
for all x, y P X . For any ϕ P CpXq it follows that :
qs,tpϕq :“
ż
XˆX
ϕpxqϕpyqe2p1´sqδxx,yyodµo,tpxqdµo,tpyq
“
ż
XˆX
ϕpxqϕpyqpep1´sqδdpx,oqr1´spxq, e
p1´sqδdpy,oqr1´spyqq1´sdµo,tpxqdµo,tpyq
for any δ ă t.
For any t ą δ fixed a dominated convergence argument shows that given
an exhaustion of compact sets pKnqn, i.e. a increasing sequence of compact
sets, Kn, with
Ť
nKn “ X and Kn Ă
˚Kn`1 one has:ż
KnˆKn
ϕpxqϕpyqpep1´sqδdpx,oqr1´spxq, e
p1´sqδdpy,oqr1´spyqq1´sdµo,tpxqdµo,tpyq Ñ qs,tpϕq
when n goes to infinity.
Since Kn is compact the linear form:
Ln : v ÞÑ
ż
Kn
ϕpxqpv, ep1´sqδdpx,oqr1´spxqq1´sdµo,tpxq
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over H1´s is bounded with norm }Ln} ď }ϕ}8e
δdiamptouYKnq. Let us denote:ż
Kn
ϕpxqep1´sqδdpx,oqr1´spxq P H1´s
the unique vector such that
Lnpvq “ pv,
ż
Kn
ϕpxqep1´sqδdpx,oqr1´spxqq1´s
In particular:ż
KnˆKn
ϕpxqϕpyqpep1´sqδdpx,oqr1´spxq, e
p1´sqδdpy,oqr1´spyqq1´sdµo,tpxqdµo,tpyq
“ p
ż
Kn
ϕpxqep1´sqδdpx,oqr1´spxqdµo,tpxq,
ż
Kn
ϕpyqep1´sqδdpx,oqr1´spyqdµo,tpyqq1´s ě 0
and therefore qs,tpϕq ě 0 for all t ą δ.
Eventually using Corollary 4.1 and up to the extraction of a subsequence
one has:
qs,tpϕq
tÑδ
ÝÝÑ
ż
BXˆBX
ϕpξqϕpηqe2p1´sqδxξ,ηyodµopξqdµopηq “ QpIspϕq, ϕq
which is positive as a limit of the positive sequence pqs,tpϕqqtąδ. 
Let F 11´s for
1
2
ă s ď 1 be the sub-representation F 11´s “ IsrFss Ă F1´s.
Corollary 4.4. For any 1
2
ă s ď 1, there exists a unitary structure over F 11´s
such that the intertwiner Is : Fs Ñ F1´s extends as an isometric intertwiner
between pis and pi1´s. In addition Q extends uniquely as a coupling between
Hs and H1´s, which are respectively the Hilbert completion of Fs and F1´s,
such that:
|Qpv, wq| ď }v}s}w}1´s
for any v P Hs and w P H1´s.
Proof. Using the self-adjointness of Is over L
2pBX, µoq it appears that the
bilinear form over F 11´s Ă L
2pBX, µoq, Q1´s, given as:
Q1´spϕ
1, φ1q “ pIsrϕs, φq
for ϕ1 “ Isrϕs, φ
1 “ Isrφs P F
1
1´s with ϕ, φ P Fs is well defined.
It follows
Q1´spϕ
1q “ pIsrϕs, ϕq ě 0
since Is is positive and
Q1´sppi1´spgqϕ
1q “ pIspispgqϕ, pispgqϕq “ pIsrϕs, ϕq “ Q1´spϕ
1q
for all ϕ1 “ Isrϕs P F
1
1´s with ϕ P Fs and g P G.
By the very definition of Q1´s the operator Is : Fs Ñ F
1
1´s is isometric
and extends to an unitary intertwiner between Hs and H1´s.
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On the other hand the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies:
|Qspϕ, φ
1q| ď }ϕ}s}φ}s “ }ϕ}s}φ
1}1´s
for all ϕ, φ P Fs and φ
1 “ Isrφs P F1´s and thus Q extends as a coupling be-
tween Hs and H1´s. Moreover Lemma 3.1 implies that Q is non-degenerated
over Hs ˆH1´s. 
We extend the family of representations HsPr0,1szt 1
2
u at
1
2
with the Koopman
representation H 1
2
“ L2pBX, µoq Ă L
2pBX, µoq, that is nothing but the so-
called boundary representation [3]. In Proposition 6.6 we prove this extension
is actually continuous for the Fell topology over the unitary dual of G.
In the rest we refer to the representations pHs, pisqsPr0,1s as complementary
even if the proof Theorem 2 is given in Section 6.
5. Analysis of matrix coefficients
From this section the operators Is over L
2pBX, µoq is assumed to be pos-
itive for 1
2
ă s ď 1. According to Proposition 4.3 this is the case whenever
the distance over X is conditionally negative.
This section is dedicated to estimates over averages of matrix coefficients
associated to unitary representations pHsqsPr0,1s introduced in Section 4. This
will be our principal tool in the investigation of those representations in Sec-
tion 6.
We start by extending the asymptotic estimates of the s-Martin-Poisson
transforms discussed in Subsection 3.1.2 for parameter 1
2
ă s ď 1 to 0 ď s ď
1.
Lemma 5.1. Given 1
2
ď s ď 1 and ϕ P CpBXq, there exists a positive
decreasing function ωϕ with ωϕptq
tÑ`8
ÝÝÝÝÑ 0 such that:
Θ1´sr|ϕ´ ϕppxq|s
Θ1´sr1s
pxq ď ωϕpdpo, xqq
for all x P QpΛpGqq. In particular
Θ1´srϕs
Θ1´sr1s
pxq “
1
Θ1´sr1spxq
ż
BX
r
dµx
dµo
sspξqϕpξqdµopξq
xÑη
ÝÝÑ ϕpηq
for all η P ΛpGq, i.e. Θ1´srϕs
Θ1´sr1s
extends continuously over the closed geodesic
hull of the limit set, QpΛpGqq.
Proof. The case s “ 1 corresponds to the classic Martin-Poisson transform
and s “ 1
2
is [19] Lemma 5.3 proof. One can therefore assume 1
2
ă s ă 1.
Given ϕ P CpBXq and x P QpΛpGqq we denote ∇xϕpξq “ ϕpξq ´ ϕppxq.
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It is enough to prove that for any ε, there exists ρ such that dpo, xq ě ρ
implies
Θ1´sr|∇xϕ|s
Θ1´sr1s
pxq ď ε
Because pϕ is uniformly continuous over BX there exists a bounded positive
decreasing function over R` with ω
1
ϕptq
tÑ`8
ÝÝÝÝÑ 0 such that:
|∇xϕ|pξq ď ω
1
ϕpxξ, pxyoq ď ω1ϕpxξ, xyo ´ Cq
for some universal constant C ě 0.
On the other hand for any ρ1 ą r:
1
Θ1´sr1spxq
ż
Oopx,dpo,xq´ρ1qc
e´sδbξpx,oqdµopξq “
esδdpx,oq
Θ1´sr1spxq
ż
Oopx,dpo,xq´ρ1qc
e2sδxξ,xydµopξq
— ep1´2sqδdpx,oq
ż
Oopx,dpo,xq´ρ1qc
e2sδxξ,xydµopξq
ď ep1´2sqδdpx,oqe2sδρ
1
Eventually given ε and ρ ą ρ1 ě r such that ω1ϕpρ
1´Cq ď 1
2
ε and e´p1´2sqδρe2sδρ
1
ď
ε
4}ϕ}8
one has:
Θ1´sr|∇xϕ|s
Θ1´sr1s
pxq “
1
Θ1´sr1spxq
ż
BX
Θ1´sr|∇xϕ|spξqe
´sδbξpx,oqdµopξq
“
1
Θ1´sr1spxq
ż
Oopx,dpo,xq´ρ1q
|∇xϕ|pξqe
´sδbξpx,oqdµopξq
`
1
Θ1´sr1spxq
ż
Oopx,dpo,xq´ρ1qc
|∇xϕ|pξqe
´sδbξpx,oqdµopξq
ď ω1ϕpρ
1 ´ Cq ` 2}ϕ}8e
´p1´2sqδdpx,oqe2sδρ
1
ď ε
whenever dpo, xq ě ρ.

We are ready to prove the following equidistribution over regular matrix
coefficients:
Proposition 5.2. Given any continuous functions ϕ, φ P CpBXq and f1, f2 P
CpXq the averages of matrix coefficients:ż
G
ppispgqϕ, φq
Θ1´sr1spg.oq
.f1pg.oqf2pg
´1.oqdνo,tpgq
equidistribute when t goes at infinity to:
pIsrϕs, f2|BXqpφ, f1|BXq
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As a consequence:ż
G
pIsrpispgqϕs, φq
Θsr1spg´1.oq
.f1pg.oqf2pg
´1.oqdνo,tpgq Ñ pIsrϕs, f2|BXqpIsrφs, f1|BXq
for all ϕ, φ P CpBXq and f1, f2 P CpXq.
Proof. Let t ě 0 and denote:
It “ |
ż
G
ppispgqϕ, φq
Θ1´sr1spg.oq
.f1pg.oq.f2pg
´1.oq´Isrϕspqgqφppgq.f1pg.oq.f2pg´1.oqdνo,tpgq|
Lemma 2.6 implies:
It ď
ż
S˚
o,G
ptq
|
ppispgqϕ, φq
Θ1´sr1spg.oq
´ Isrϕspqgq.φppgq|.|f1pg.oq.f2pg´1.oq|µopOp2qo pgqqdg
ď }f1}8}f2}8
ż
S˚
o,G
ptq
apgq.µopOopg.o, R
1ptqqqµopOopg
´1.o, R1ptqqqdg
where
apgq “ |
ppispgqϕ, φq
Θ1´sr1spg.oq
´ Isrϕspqgq.φppgq|
for t ě 0 and g P S˚o,Gptq.
Let ωφ as in Lemma 5.1 and ωϕ the visual modulus of continuity over the
compact set QrΛpGqs of Θsrϕs
Θsr1s
.
For any g P So,Gptq observe that:
apgq “ |
ppispgqϕ, φ´ φppgq1q
Θ1´sr1spg.oq
` φppgqrΘsrϕspg´1.oq
Θsr1spg´1.oq
´ Ispϕqpqgqs|
ď }ϕ}8|
Θ1´sr|φ´ φppgq|s
Θ1´sr1s
pg.oq| ` }φ}8|
Θsrϕs
Θsr1s
pg´1.oq ´ Ispϕqpqgq|
ď }ϕ}8ωφpdpo, g.oqq ` }φ}8ωϕpxg
´1.o, qgyoq ď }ϕ}8ωφpt ´Rq ` }φ}8ωϕpt´Rq
which goes to 0 when t goes to infinity.
On the other hand according to Lemma 2.6:
µopOopg.o, R
1ptqqqµopOopg
´1.o, R1ptqqq|S˚Rptq| “ e
2δr1e´δtR|S˚Rptq| — 1
Eventually the dominated convergence theorem implies:
It ď }f1}8}f2}8
ż
S˚
o,R
ptq
apgqµopOopg.o, R
1ptqqqµopOopg
´1.o, R1ptqqqdg
ď r}f1}8}f2}8e
2δr1se´δtR
ż
S˚
o,R
ptq
apgqdg
ď r}f1}8}f2}8e
2δr1se´δtR|S˚o,Rptq|r}ϕ}8ωφpt´Rq ` }φ}8ωϕpt´Rqs Ñ 0

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In the following we extend Proposition 5.2 to all Hs-matrix coefficients.
We shall need the following estimate:
Lemma 5.3. Given any 1
2
ă s ď 1 one has:
Isp1q — r
1
p2s´ 1q
s1.
Proof. For any ξ P BX one has:
Isp1qpξq “
ż
BX
d´2p1´sqδo pξ, ηqdµopηq “
ż
BX
e2p1´sqδxξ,ηyodµopηq
“ 1` 2p1´ sqδ
ż `8
0
e2p1´sqδtµoptxξ, ‚yo ě tudt
— 1` 2p1´ sqδ
ż `8
0
ep1´2sqδtdt “
1
p2s´ 1q

Proposition 5.4. For any 1
2
ă s ď 1 the following inclusions hold:
pH1´s, Q1´sq Ă pL
2pBX, µoq, } }
2
2q Ă pHs, Qsq
In other words:
}v}22 ăs Q1´spvq
for any v P H1´s and:
Qspwq ăs }w}
2
2
for any w P L2pBX, µoq.
Proof. Let us considere the bounded operator ds : L
2pBX, µoq Ñ L
2pBX ˆ
BX, µo b µoq defined as:
dsrϕspξ, ηq “
ϕpξq ´ ϕpηq
d
p1´sqδ
o pξ, ηq
for pξ, ηq P BX ˆ BX and Ds “
1
2
d˚sds P BrL
2pBX, µoqs.
Observe that:
1
2
}dsrϕs}
2
2 “ pDsϕ, ϕq “
1
2
ż
BXˆ2
|ϕpξq ´ ϕpηq|2
d
2p1´sqδ
o pξ, ηq
dµopξqdµopηq
“
ż
BX
|ϕpξq|2r
ż
BX
dµopηq
d
2p1´sqδ
o pξ, ηq
sdµopξq ´ RerpIsrϕs, ϕqs
“
ż
BX
|ϕpξq|2Isr1spξqdµopξq ´ pIsrϕs, ϕq
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for any ϕ P L2pBX, µoq. If Ms stands for the operator over L
2pBX, µoq
defined as Msrϕspξq “
a
Isr1spξq.ϕpξq one has:
Ms “ Is `Ds
as positive operators over L2pBX, µoq. In particular Lemma 5.3 implies:
pIsrϕs, ϕq ď pMsϕ, ϕq ăs }ϕ}
2
2
for any ϕ P CpBXq and thus L2pBX, µoq Ă Hs since continuous functions over
BX are dense in L2pBX, µoq.
On the other hand Is is positive over L
2pBX, µoq and therefore the operator
Rs,ε “ pIs` εIq
´1 is well defined and positive over L2pBX, µoq for any ε ą 0.
Observe that: a
Rs,ε ˝ Is ˝
a
Rs,ε “ I´ εRs,ε
and therefore:a
Rs,ε ˝Ms ˝
a
Rs,ε “
a
Rs,ε ˝ rIs `Dss ˝
a
Rs,ε
“ I´ εRs,ε `D
1
s,ε
where D1s,ε “
a
Rs,ε ˝Ds ˝
a
Rs,ε ě 0. It follows that:
I ď
a
Rs,ε ˝Ms ˝
a
Rs,ε ` εRs,ε
as operators over L2pBX, µoq for any ε ą 0.
Together with the relation:
Is ˝ Rs,ε ˝ Is “ Is ´ εI` ε
2Rs,ε
one obtain:
}ϕ}22 ď pMs ˝
a
Rs,εrϕs,
a
Rs,εrϕsq ` εpRs,εrϕs, ϕq
—s p1` εqpRs,εrϕs, ϕq
“ p1` εq}ϕ}21´s ´ p1` εqε}ψ}
2
2 ` p1` εqε
2pRs,εrψs, ψq
where ϕ “ Isrψs P F
1
1´s » IsrCpBXqs and any ε ą 0. To conclude observe
that:
}Rs,ε}L2ÑL2 ď sup
těε
1
t
“
1
ε
for any ε ą 0 which implies that ε2Rs,ε
εÑ0
ÝÝÑ 0 in operator norm and therefore
}ϕ}22 ăs }ϕ}
2
1´s
In other words H1´s Ă L
2pBX, µoq. 
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Given 0 ď σ ď 1, t ě 0 and f1, f2 P CpXqwe define the operatorAσ,trf1, f2s
over L2pBX, µoq as:
Aσ,trf1, f2s :“
ż
G
piσpgq
Θσr1spg.oq
f1pg.oqf2pg
´1.oqdνo,tpgq
Lemma 5.5. For any 1
2
ă s ď 1 and f1, f2 P CpXq the sequence of operators
pA1´s,trf1, f2sqt over L
2pBX, µoq is uniformly bounded with
}As,trf1, f2s} ăs }f1}8}f2}8
Proof. Let us denote P1´s,t :“ A1´s,tr1, 1s.
First observe that:
P1´s,tr1spξq “
ż
G
pi1´spgq
Θ1´sr1spg.oq
r1spξqdνo,tpgq
“
ż
G
pi1´spgq
Θ1´sr1spg.oq
r1spξqdνo,tpgq
ăs
ż
G
e2p1´sqδxξ,g.oyodνo,tpgq
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.6.
On the other hand Lemma 2.5 and 2.6 imply:
P1´s,tr1spξq ăs 1` 2p1´ sqδ
ż t.R
0
e2p1´sqδue´δtR|tg P S˚o,G | xξ, g.oyo ě uu|du
ă 1` 2p1´ sqδ
ż t.R
0
e2p1´sqδue´δtR|C`o pξ; u, rq X So,Gptq|du
—s 1` 2p1´ sqδ
ż t.R
0
ep1´2sqδudu “
1
p2s´ 1q
` r1´
1
p2s´ 1q
sep1´2sqδt.R
Similarly one has:
P˚1´s,tr1spξq “
ż
G
pispg
´1q
Θsr1spg´1.oq
r1spξqdνo,tpgq
ăs e
p1´2sqtR
ż
G
e2sδxξ,g
´1.oyodνo,tpgq
ď ep1´2sqδtR ` 2sδep1´2sqδtR
ż t.R
0
e2sδue´δtR|C´o pξ; u, rq X So,Gptqq|du
— ep1´2sqδtR ` 2sδep1´2sqδtR
ż t.R
0
ep2s´1qδudu “ 1`
1
p2s´ 1q
r1´ ep1´2sqδtRs
In other words P1´s,tr1s and P
˚
1´s,tr1s are uniformly bounded.
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with respect to the measure
1
Θ1´spg.oq
r
dµg.o
dµo
s1´spξqdµopξqdνo,tpgq
we eventually obtain:
|pA1´s,trf1, f2spϕq, φq|
2
“ |
ż
GˆBX
ϕpg´1ξqφpξqf1pg.oqf2pg
´1.oqr
dµg.o
dµo
s1´spξqdµopξq
dνo,tpgq
Θ1´spg.oq
|2
ď }f1}
2
8}f2}
2
8
ż
GˆBX
|ϕpg´1ξq|2r
dµg.o
dµo
s1´spξqdµopξq
dνo,tpgq
Θ1´spg.oq
ˆ
ż
GˆBX
|φpξq|2r
dµg.o
dµo
s1´spξqdµopξq
dνo,tpgq
Θ1´spg.oq
“ }f1}
2
8}f2}
2
8pP1´s,tr|ϕ|
2s, 1q.pP1´s,tr1s, |φ|
2q
ď }f1}
2
8}f2}
2
8}P1´s,tr1s}8}P
˚
1´s,tr1s}8}ϕ}
2
2}φ}
2
2
for any ϕ, φ P L2pBX, µoq or equivalently:
}A1´s,trf1, f2s} ď
b
}P1´s,tr1s}8}P˚1´s,tr1s}8}f1}8}f2}8

As a consequence of Proposition 5.4 and Lemma 5.5 one has:
}A1´s,trf1, f2spvq}s ď }A1´s,trf1, f2spvq}2 ăs,f1,f2 }v}2 ď }v}1´s
for any v P H1´s and t ě 0.
Therefore the sequence of operators A1´s,trf1, f2s|
Hs
H1´s
with 1
2
ă s ď 1 and
f1, f2 P CpXq is uniformly bounded with:
}As,trf1, f2s}H1´sÑHs ăs }f1}8}f2}8
If rfi|BXss, i “ 1, 2, denote the class of fi inHs. It follows from Proposition
5.2 together with Lemma 5.5 :
Corollary 5.6. The averages of matrix coefficients:ż
G
Qppispgqv, wq
Θ1´sr1spg.oq
.f1pg.oqf2pg
´1.oqdνo,tpgq
equidistribute when t goes to infinity toward:
QpIsrvs, rf2|BXssqQpw, rf1|BXssq
for all v P Hs and w P H1´s and similarly:ż
G
QpIsrpispgqvs, wq
Θsr1spg´1.oq
.f1pg.oqf2pg
´1.oqdνo,tpgq Ñ QpIsrvs, rf2|BXssqQpIsrws, rf1|BXssq
for all v, w P Hs.
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6. Properties of complementary series
In this section we investigate the properties of the family of unitary repre-
sentations pHsqsPr0,1s constructed in Section 4. The proof of Theorem 2 will
follow from the propositions 6.2, 6.5, 6.6 and Corollary 6.4.
A straightforward application of Corollary 5.6 is the following extension
of the Martin-Poisson correspondence:
Corollary 6.1. For 1
2
ă s ď 1 the operators:
Θ1´s : CpBXq » F1´s Ñ L
8pX,mq
and
Ξs : CpBXq » Fs Ñ L
8pX,mq; x ÞÑ Θ1´srIsrϕsspxq
are injective intertwiners.
Note that RanrΞss Ă RanrΘ1´ss, Ξsrϕs —s Θsrϕs and
Is|Fs “ rΘ1´s|
RanrΘ1´sss´1 ˝ Ξs|Fs
Compare with the formula introduced in [18] Chapter 4.
Proposition 6.2. The unitary complementary representations ppisqs are ir-
reducible for all 0 ď s ď 1.
Proof. The case s “ 1
2
is proved in [19] and the cases s “ 0, 1 are trivial.
Since pi˚s » pi1´s let us assume
1
2
ă s ă 1.
As proved in Section 5 the sequence of operators pPs,tqt defined as Ps,t “
As,tr1, 1s ,for t ě 0, converges for the weak operator topology to the projec-
tion, Ps, over the constant vector 1 P Hs in BrHss.
Since operators pPs,tqt belongs to the von Neumann algebra generated by
pis inside of BrHss, in order to prove the irreducibility of pis it is enough to
prove that 1 is cyclic for pis [17].
Let v P Spanrpispgq1s
K
Ă Hs, then for any f P CpBXq » Fs one has:
QspAs,trf, 1s1, vq “
ż
G
QpIsrpispgq1s, vq
Θsr1spg´1.oq
. pfpg.oqdνo,tpgq “ 0.
On the other hand Corollary 5.6 implies:ż
G
QpIsrpispgq1s, vq
Θsr1spg´1.oq
. pfpg.oqdνo,tpgq Ñ Qsp1qQpIspfq, vq
, in other words QpIspfq, vq “ 0 for any f P CpBXq. Since Fs » CpBXq is
dense in Hs, v “ 0 and the vector 1 is cyclic. 
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Given ϕ, φ P CpBXq » Fs Lemma 3.6 implies the following estimate on
the rate of decay holds:
|Qsppispgqϕ, φq| ăs }ϕ}8}φ}8Θsr1spg.oq —s }ϕ}8}φ}8e
´r 1
2
´|s´ 1
2
|sδdpg.o,oq
As proved below this is sharp.
Proposition 6.3 (Characteristic decay). Let pis be the complementary rep-
resentation of parameter 1
2
ă s ď 1 and v, w P Hs. If one can find ε ą 0
such that:
Qsppispgqv, wq “ Ope
´r 1
2
´|s´ 1
2
|sδdpg.o,oq´εdpg.o,oqq
then Qsppisp‚qv, wq “ 0.
Proof. Lemma 3.6 implies:
QspAs,trf1, f2sv, wq “
ż
G
Qsppispgqv, wq
Θsr1spg.oq
f1pg.oqf2pg
´1.oqdνo,tpgq
ăs }f1}8}f2}8
ż
G
e´εdpg.o,oqdνo,tpgq — }f1}8}f2}8e
´εtR Ñ 0
for any continuous functions f1 and f2 in CpXq
On the other hand:
lim
t
QspAs,trf1, f2sv, wq “ Qspv, rf1|BXssqQsprf2|BXss, wq
for all f1 and f2 in CpXq.
It follows that v or w must be zero and therefore Qsppispgqv, wq “ 0 for all
g P G. 
Corollary 6.4. Let pis and pis1 be two complementary representations of pa-
rameter 0 ď s, s1 ď 1. Then pis and pis1 are unitary equivalent if and only if
s1 “ 1´ s
Proof. Since pis » pi1´s for any 0 ď s ď 1 one can assume
1
2
ă s ă s1 ď 1.
Suppose one can find TsÑs1 : Hs Ñ Hs1 unitary intertwiner between pis and
pis1 .
Then TsÑs11 ‰ 0 and:
Qs1ppis1pgqTsÑs11, TsÑs11q “ Qsppispgq1, 1q
It follows that:
Qs1ppis1pgqTsÑs11, TsÑs11q “ Ope
´r 1
2
´|s1´ 1
2
|sδdpg.o,oq´|s1´s|δdpg.o,oqq
and Proposition 6.3 implies TsÑs11 “ 0 which is a contradiction. 
Proposition 6.5. The unitary representations pHsqs are not weakly con-
tained in the regular representation of G except for s “ 1
2
.
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Proof. The weak containment of H 1
2
inside of the regular representation is
well known and follows from [1] with [22]. Assume Hs is weakly contained
inside of the regular representation λ of G for s ą 1
2
. The spectral transfer
principal implies:
}pispfq} ď }λpfq}
for all f P L1pG, dgq and thusż
G
Qsppispgq1, 1qdνo,tpgq ăs }pispνo,tq} ď }λpνo,tq}
On one hand the Corollary 5.6 impliesż
G
Qsppispgq1, 1qdνo,tpgq — e
´p1´sqδt
On the other hand, using the hyperbolicity of G, the Haagerup inequality
[21] implies:
}λpνo,tq} ď Qptq}νo,t}2 — Qptqe
´ 1
2
δt
where Q is polynomial function which is a contradiction. 
Proposition 6.6. The family of representations pHsqsPr0,1s is continuously
parametrized for the Fell topology over the unitary dual of G.
Proof. Since pi˚s “ pi1´s for all 0 ď s ď 1 it is enough to prove the continuity
over the interval r1
2
, 1s. Moreover the continuity at Hs0 for s0 ą
1
2
follows
from the very definition of those representations together with the dominated
convergence theorem. One can therefore assume s0 “
1
2
.
The argument consists to prove that any H 1
2
-matrix coefficient is a limit
when s goes to 1
2
of matrix coefficients in Hs. First observe that for any
g P G and v P L2pBX, µoq one has:
}pispgqv}
2
2 “
ż
BX
e2sδbξpg.o,oq|vpg´1ξq|2dµopξq
“
ż
BX
ep1´2sqδbξpg
´1.o,oq|vpξq|2dµopξq
ď ep2s´1qδdpg.o,oq}v}22
in other words }pispgq}L2ÑL2 ď e
δdpg.o,oq. Using Proposition 5.4 proof the
following relation holds over BpL2pBX, µoqq:
Ms ´ Is “ Ds
and Lemma 5.3 implies that the operators
a
p2s´ 1qMs P L
8pBX, µoq Ă
BpL2pBX, µoqq with
1
2
ă s ď 1 satisfy:a
p2s´ 1qMs — 1
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uniformly over s. Extracting a subsequence if necessary one can assume thata
p2s´ 1qMs converges for the weak operator topology toM
0
1
2
when s ą 1
2
goes to 1
2
. Note that the uniform lower bound given by Lemma 5.3 implies
that M01
2
is positive and invertible.
Given a Lipschitz function ϕ P LipspBXq one has:
pDsϕ, ϕq “
1
2
ż
B2X
|ϕpξq ´ ϕpηq|2
d
2p1´sqδ
o pξ, ηq
dµopξqdµopηq
ăϕ
1
2
ż
B2X
d2δrδ
´1`s´1s
o pξ, ηqµopξqdµopηq
that is uniformly bounded for s ě 1
2
´ 1
2δ
.
The Cauchy-schwarz inequality relative to the positive operator Ds over
L2pBX, µoq implies:
p2s´ 1q|pDsrpispgqϕs, ϕq|
2 ď p2s´ 1qpDsrpispgqϕs, pispgqϕqpDsrϕs, ϕq
“ p2s´ 1qrpMsrpispgqϕs, pispgqϕq ´ pIsrϕs, ϕqspDsrϕs, ϕq
ă
a
p2s´ 1qr}pispgqϕ}
2
2 ` }ϕ}
2
2spDsrϕs, ϕq
` p2s´ 1q|pDsrϕs, ϕq|
2 Ñ 0
On the other hand the dominated convergence theorem implies:
ppispgqϕ,
a
p2s´ 1qMsrϕsq Ñ ppi 1
2
pgqϕ,M01
2
rϕsq
Eventually one has:a
p2s´ 1qpIspispgqϕ, ϕq “
a
p2s´ 1qprMs ´Dsspispgqϕ, ϕq
“ ppispgqϕ,
a
p2s´ 1qMsrϕsq ´
a
p2s´ 1qpDsrpispgqϕs, ϕqq Ñ ppi 1
2
pgqϕ,M01
2
rϕsq
Since LipspBXq is dense in L2pBX, µoq and operator M
0
1
2
P L8pBX, µoq is
invertible the claim is proved. 
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